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Intrinsic stochastic calculus on manifolds for processes with jumps is used to
prove global existence, uniqueness, and isometry for parallel transport of tangent
vectors along the paths induced by a stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms driven by a
Levy process. Q 1997 Academic PressÂ
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn ApKu , it was shown that a stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms of a
smooth manifold M can be obtained by solving a generalised stochastic
 . differential equation SDE driven by an n-dimensional Levy process i.e.,Â
.a stochastic process with stationary and independent increments and n
complete smooth vector fields on M. Hence given any point on M we can
apply this ``Levy flow'' to obtain a random cadlag path which will not, inÂ Á Á
general, be continuous. Our goal in this article is to describe the parallel
transport of tangent vectors along this path and to show that the corre-
sponding mapping exists globally and induces an isometry between tangent
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spaces. Thus our work gives a natural generalisation to discontinuous
w xprocesses of the pioneering work of Ito and Dynkin Ito, Dyn for parallelÃ Ã
transport along the paths of a diffusion.
w xWhile the work of ApKu used specific ``hands-on'' techniques to
construct the required flow, a general theory of SDEs driven by cadlagÁ Á
w xsemimartingales has been developed in Coh1]Coh3 which is a natural
generalisation of the second order Schwartz]Meyer stochastic calculus
w xMey . A particularly pleasant feature of this theory is that the lengthy
expressions which usually appear in the treatment of such objects are
condensed into a highly compact and geometrically intrinsic notation. The
intuition behind this is that in describing an SDE driven by a cadlagÁ Á
semimartingale, one needs three pieces of information}how to jump, how
to diffuse, and how to drift}but in fact all this information is really via
.Ito's formula contained in the mapping which describes the jumps andÃ
once this is known, the drift and diffusion parts can easily be obtained by
finding its first and second derivatives.
In the first part of this paper we give a brief description without any
.proofs of this intrinsic calculus and show in particular how Levy flows fitÂ
into this scheme. In the second part we are then able to apply the theory
to deal with stochastic parallel transport in an intrinsic way, avoiding
lengthy computations in local coordinates. We restrict ourselves to parallel
transport along Levy flows in this article for two reasons. Firstly such flowsÂ
yield a natural generalisation of those associated with diffusion processes
on manifolds and secondly they have the very pleasant property of non-ex-
 .plosion almost surely in a finite time.
  . q. cNotation. If X s X t , t g R is a semimartingale, then X denotes
 .  .  .its continuous part and D X t s X t y X t y . If Y is a complete
  . .smooth vector field on a manifold M, then exp tY , t g R is the one
parameter group of diffeomorphisms of M which induces the integral
curves of Y. Einstein summation convention will be used throughout this
paper.
2. INTRINSIC STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
WITH JUMPS
w xIn this section we will summarise results from Coh1]Coh3 . Let M be a
`   . q.C paracompact, connected manifold and X s X t , t g R a cadlagÁ Á
` .semimartingale taking values in M. For each p g M, C M will denotep
 . ` .the class of all smooth functions f on M for which f p s 0 and C M
` .will denote D C M .pg M p
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 .Let V, F , P be a standard probability space equipped with a filtration
 q.   . q.F , t g R . As integrands we will consider processes u s u t , t g Rt
` .taking values in C M and having the following properties,
 .  w xi Each u is predictable and locally bounded see Coh1, Coh2 for
.the precise sense of this ,
 . q  . `  .ii For each t g R , u t g C M .X  ty.
 .We denote as A M the class of all such processes.X
w x  .In Coh2 it is shown that for each u g A M , we can define theX
 . . t  .   . .stochastic integral I u t s H u dX and the process I u s I u t , t g0
q.  . .R is a real valued semimartingale with I u 0 s 0. We will find the
following ``fundamental theorem of calculus'' of use in the next section.
` . qSuppose there exists f g C M such that for all t g R , x g M,
u t x s f x y f X t y , .  .  .  . .
then
t
u dX s f X t y f 0 . 2.1 .  .  . .H
0
One of the nice properties of the stochastic integral which we will exploit
below is its behaviour under pullback. Let N be another manifold of the
` .same type as M and t g C M, N . Let X be a cadlag semimartingale onÁ Á
 .M so that t X is a cadlag semimartingale on N. Now suppose thatÁ Á
 . w .u g A N . We define the pullback of u , which we denote as t u byt  X .
t w u t p s u t t p 2.2 .  .  .  .  .  . .
q w .  .for all t g R , p g M, then we have t u g A M andX
t t
wt u dX s u dt X 2.3 .  .  . .H H
0 0
for all t g Rq.
 .  .As an application of 2.3 and given u g A M , we apply Whitney'sX
theorem to assert the existence of a smooth embedding h of M into R d
Ä ` d Ä .and a map u g C R such that u ( h s u . We then obtain the following
result which should convince readers that we have the ``correct'' stochastic
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integral,
Ä­u s .t t iu dX s h X s y dh X s .  . .  . .H H i­ h0 0
2Ä1 ­ u s .t c ci j :q h X s y d h X , h X s .  .  .  . . .H i j2 ­ h­ h0
Ä­u s .
iq u s X s y h X s y Dh X s . .  .  .  . .  .  . . i 5­ h0FsFt
2.4 .
 .  .Note that since u g A M , the last line of 2.4 can also be written asX
u s X s y u s X s y .  .  .  . .  . 
0FsFt
Ä­u s .
iy h X s y Dh X s . .  . .  . .i 5­ h
 . .  .   ..  .  .In the case where each u t x s f x y f X t y as in 2.1 above, 2.4
becomes the well-known Ito formula for functions of cadlag semimartin-Ã Á Á
gales.
` .Let X be a cadlag semimartingale in M and r g C N = M, N . WeÁ Á
  .say that r is natural if given any cadlag semimartingale Y s Y t , 0 F t -Á Á
.z on N where z is some explosion time we have that for each p g M,
   . . .the N-valued cadlag semimartingale r Y t , p , 0 F t - z is such thatÁ Á
r Y t y , x t y s Y t y . 2.5 .  .  .  . .
 . . ` .If r is natural, we define for each 0 F t - z the maps r Y t g C M, N
by
r Y t p s r Y t y , p . 2.6 .  .  .  .  . .
Given such a natural map r, suppose there exists a cadlag semimartingaleÁ Á
 .Y on N with explosion time z with Y 0 s y almost surely and such that0
 .for all u g A N and 0 F t - z we haveY
t t w
u dY s r Y u dX , 2.7 .  .  .H H
0 0
 .w . .  . .w  ..where r Y u s s r Y s u s for 0 F s - z .
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 .In this case we say that Y, z is the solution of a stochastic differential
equation controlled by r and driven by X. We write the corresponding
initial value problem symbolically as
dY s r Y , dX .
2.8 .
Y 0 s Y . . 0
 .  .THEOREM 1. The system 2.8 has a unique solution Y, z .
w xProof. See Coh2 where a more general result is established.
If we take smooth embeddings of M and N into R d and R m, respec-
 .  .  .  .  . tively, we find that by 2.7 , 2.4 , 2.3 , and 2.1 , 2.8 becomes with the
.obvious notation for all 0 F t - z , 1 F j F m,
­r j Y s .  .tj ijY t s Y q X s y dX s .  .  . .H0 i­ x0
1 ­ 2r j Y s .  .t ic jc :q X s y d X , X s .  . .H i k2 ­ x­ x0
q r j Y s X s y r j Y s X s y .  .  .  .  .  . .  . 
0FsFt
­r j Y s .  . iy X s y D X t . 2.9 .  .  . .i 5­ x
 . w xA full proof of 2.9 can be found in Coh2 .
In all the applications of Theorem 1 which we will be concerned with, we
` .  .will be given a map l g C M = N = M, N which is such that l p, q, p
s q for all p g M, q g N and we will take
r Y t p s l X t y , Y t y , p 2.10 .  .  .  .  .  . .
  .for all 0 F t - z . Intuitively we should think of the value l X t y ,
 .  ..  .  .Y t y , X t as telling us how to move from Y t y to Y t in N while
 .  .the noise moves from X t y to X t in M.
 w x.EXAMPLE Levy Flows of Diffeomorphisms ApKu . Here we takeÂ
M s R n and N arbitrary. Our driving noise X is an R n-valued LevyÂ
process. In order to describe the map l, we introduce n complete smooth
vector fields D , . . . , D on N and make the assumption that the Lie1 n
algebra L generated by these vector fields is finite dimensional. It then
w xfollows from Palais' theorem Pal that every member of L is itself
complete. For each x g R n, we introduce the diffeomorphisms
j x s exp x jD . .  .j
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The map l is then given as
l a, p , b s j b y a p , 2.11 .  .  .  .
where each a, b g R n, p g N.
 .  .  .Substituting 2.9 in 2.6 via 2.8 yields
dY s j dX Y 2.12 .  .
with
Y 0 s p. .
 .  .  . w xTo compare 2.12 in the form 2.9 with 2.5 of ApKu , note that for each
1 F i, j F n, and x g R n we have
­j x ­ 2j x .  .
s D j x and s D D j x . .  .j i jj i j­ x ­ x­ x
w x  .It is shown in ApKu that z s ` a.s. and that if we write the solution of
 .   . . q.2.12 as Y t v, p , t g R for each v g V to emphasize the depen-
 . .dence on the initial condition, then the maps p ª Y t v, p are diffeo-
morphisms of N for almost all v and increments of this process give rise
 .to a stochastic flow. We emphasize that the role of the condition dim L
 .- ` is to ensure that the flow does not explode almost surely in a finite
time.
3. STOCHASTIC PARALLEL TRANSPORT
In this section we will assume that N is a Riemannian manifold with
metric g.
 .Let T N denote the tangent bundle over N with canonical projection p
 . n   ..and let Z g T N . For each x g R , we denote by P p, j x thep p
 .parallel transport map from T N to T with respect to the Levi]Civitap j  x . p
  . .connection along the curve j tx p, 0 F t F 1 and note that this map is
an isometry.
  . q. nWe continue to let X s X t , t g R be the Levy process on R andÂ
  . q.  .Y s Y t , t g R be the Levy flow 2.12 .Â
In order to study parallel transport along the random paths of Y, we
 .need to formulate a stochastic differential equation of the type 2.8 . We
n  . n  .define h: R = T N = R ª T N by
h a, Z, b s P p , j b y a Z, 3.1 .  .  . .
n  .  .where a, b g R and Z g T N with p Z s p.
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We now define stochastic parallel transport along a Le¨y flow to be theÂ
  . .  .  .process Z t , 0 F t - z in T N obtained by solving 2.6 with r given by
 .   ..3.1 via 2.10 , i.e.,
dZ s P Y , j dX Z . .
3.2 .
Z 0 s Z. .
 .  .It folllows by Theorem 1 that 3.2 has a unique solution and by 3.1 , we
 .  .see that each Z t g T for 0 F t - z . To convince yourself that 3.2Y  t .
 .really is a parallel transport equation, embed T N into Euclidean space
 .  .  .using 2.12 and 2.9 so that 3.2 becomes for 1 F i F m, 0 F t - z ,
ti i i k jZ t s Z 0 y G Y s y Z s y dY s .  .  .  .  . .H jk
0
1 t i qq G Y s y G Y s y .  . .  .H jq lk2 0
i­ Gjk k jc lc :y Y s y Z s y d Y , Y s .  .  . .l 5­ y
q P i Y s y , D X s Z s y .  .  . .
0FsFt
yZ i s y q G i Y s y Zk s y DY j s , 3.3 .  .  .  .  . . 4jk
i  1 m.where the G 's are the usual Christoffel symbols and y , . . . , y are thejk
coordinates of the embedding.
Note that in the case where X has Levy measure so that there are noÂ
.  .jumps then 3.3 reduces to the usual Ito]Dynkin equation for stochasticÃ
parallel transport along a continuous semimartingale see Chapter 8 of
w x w x w x.Eme and also Dyn , Ito .Ã
 .  . w xNote. Equation 3.3 has a similar form as Eq. 10 of EsPo but the
w xcontext is different. Reference EsPo describes parallel transport in the
orthonormal frame bundle along the paths of a cadlag semimartingaleÁ Á
 w x .which is constrained to jump along geodesics see App for related ideas .
 . w xIn fact both 3.3 and EsPo are examples of covariant equations which
w xare described in Nor for the case of continuous semimartingales on
manifolds. It is certainly feasible to extend the formalism of covariant
equations to more general manifold-valued processes with jumps but for
simplicity, we will not pursue this generalisation further herein.
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  ..We denote as S p, Y t the stochastic parallel transport mapping from
 .   ..  .  .V = T N ª T so that S p, Y t Z s Z t where Z t is the solu-p Y  t . p.
 .tion of 3.2 for 0 F t - z .
  ..THEOREM 2. For each 0 F t - z , p g N, S p, Y t is an isometry
almost surely.
 .  .   ..Proof. Let Z g T N and Z t s S p, Y t Z be the process of trans-p
ported vectors.
 .  .Let Q be the diagonal sub-bundle of T N [ T N defined as Q s
 .  .  .4  .   .  .. .Z, Z g T N [ T N . Regarding W t s Z t , Z t , 0 F t - z as a
process taking values in Q, we see that W is a solution of an SDE
controlled by g : R n = Q = R n ª Q where
g a, Z, Z , b s P p , j b y a Z, P p , j b y a Z . .  .  . .  .  . .
 .Now define a process u g A Q byW
u w s g u , u y g Z t y , Z t y , .  .  .  . .t
 .where w s u, u g Q, 0 F t - z .
 .  .Now by 2.1 and 2.7 we have
t t
wg Z t , Z t y g Z, Z s u dW s g u dX . .  .  .  . . H H
0 0
 . nHowever, by 2.2 we have for b g R
g w u t b s u t g X t y , Z t y , Z t y , b .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . .
s g P Y t y , j b y X t y Z t y , P Y t y , .  .  .  . . . 
j b y X t y Z t y .  . . . .
y g Z t y , Z t y .  . .
s 0 since P is an isometry.
The required result now follows easily.
 .COROLLARY 3. The parallel transport equation 3.2 has a global solution,
i.e., z s ` a.s.
 .Proof. We assume that P z - ` ) 0 and aim to find a contradiction
 .by restricting our argument to the set z - ` .
  ..  .  .First note that p Z t s Y t has a global solution almost surely as
was discussed in the previous section. Hence we can find an open set U in
 . y1 . mN with Y z y g U such that p U is homeomorphic to U = R and
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there will be no loss in generality in assuming that U is relatively compact.
 .Now as t gets closer to z , Y t stays in U and since by Theorem 2 we have
  .  ..  .g Z t , Z t s g Z, Z for all 0 F t - z , there exists a compact subset C
m  .  .of R such that Z t g U = C for all t close to z . But Z t should leave
 .all compact subsets of T N as t gets closer to z . Hence we have our
desired contradiction.
w x   . q.It follows from Coh2 that Z t , t g R is a Markov process and if we
 .  .denote as L N the space of smooth one-forms on N and Y N the space
of smooth vector fields on N, we obtain a one parameter semigroup
  . q.  .  .T t , t g R on L N by the usual prescription for v g L N
 :  :T t v Z p s E v , Z t Y t rZ 0 s Z , .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .p
 .  :  .where Z g Y N , p g N, and , is the bilinear map from L N =
 . ` .  : .  .  ..Y N ª C N given by v, Z p s v p Z p .
The infinitesimal generator M of the semigroup can be computed by the
 w x.usual methods cf. Dyn and we obtain
1j i j :  :  :Mv , Z p s c = v , Z p q a == v , Z p .  .  .  .j i j2
 :  :q P p , j x v , Z p y v , Z p .  .  . .H n  4R y 0
x j
 :y = v , Z p n dx , .  .j2 5< <1 q x
 .where = is the covariant derivative in the direction D and c, a,n are thej i
characteristics of the Levy process X.Â
The constructions of this section easily extend to parallel transport of
tensors of arbitrary type.
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